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This undated handout made available by the Polish Institute and Sikorski museum shows the
Wojtek baby bear surrounded by Polish soldiers in then Persia 1942. — AFP photos

An undated handout made available by the Polish Institute and Sikorski museum shows bear
Wojtek among the soldiers of the 22nd Polish Artillery Company in 1943.

One of France’s most celebrated screenwrit-
ers is taking on its biggest taboo, the
bloody conflict in Algeria, in a new war

film. Abdel Raouf Dafri told AFP that he had been
itching for years to broach the delicate subject.
The writer of the Oscar-nominated “A Prophet”,
and the Emmy-winning television series “Braquo”,
has Algerian roots but was born in the French port
of Marseille, where many former French “pied
noir” colonists who were forced to flee Algeria
settled. The film’s title “May an impure blood...” is
plucked from the most controversial line in the
French national anthem, “La Marseillaise”, which
ends “...water our fields”.

Dafri cleverly turns it around to refer to “the
blood of the colonized” who suffered under the
French, which “just goes to show how universal our
national anthem is”, he argued. His story, however,
centers on a group of French conscript soldiers
sent on a “grotesque mission that none of them
want to go on. “Like a lot of military operations, it
serves little or no purpose,” said Dafri, who also
scripted the acclaimed “Mesrine” gangster films.
“When you make a film about World War II, you
know who the good guys are,” the writer said.
“The war in Algeria is more complicated, because
nobody was nice.”

Torture 
The film opens with a brutal interrogation of

three Algerian villagers-the sort of violent ques-
tioning that the founder of France’s far-right
National Front party, Jean-Marie Le Pen, said he
proudly took part in. It was only last year that
the French government finally acknowledged that
these interrogations were part of an official sys-
tem of routine torture during the bloody seven-
year war, before Algeria declared independence
from France in 1962. “All the violence which I
show in the film happened in reality,” Dafri
insisted.

Yet the film’s lead character-a tough non-
commissioned officer who has survived France’s
earlier colonial defeat in Indochina-is inspired by
the rather more sympathetic figure of Roger
Vandenberghe. Vandenberghe, a tragic and high-
ly decorated hero of that earlier conflict, died
aged 24 in Vietnam. “I wanted a hero, but not a
Rambo,” the first-time director said. “A man who
was both fragile deep down but who was also
capable of cruelty.”

With France and Algeria still unable to agree
on a death toll more than half a century after the
war ended, Dafri insisted that he wanted “to be
as honest and as just as possible”. After much

research, he borrowed a phrase from the ethnol-
ogist Germaine Tillion as his guiding light. 

Tillion was a French resistance hero and con-
centration camp survivor who secretly met
Algerian guerrilla leaders in a bid to end the
bloodshed. She tried to win hearts and minds as
the military stepped up their repression.

French-Algerian identity 
“When in 1828 our ancestors crossed the sea

to seek revenge for a slap with a fly-whisk,
Algeria was an archaic country, and France was
too,” Tillion wrote. The quotation refers to how
France used a clash between the country’s for-
mer Ottoman ruler Hussein Dey and the French
consul in Algiers as a pretext to invade the coun-
try. Tillion tried to bring health services and edu-
cation to Algeria’s “pauperized” indigenous pop-
ulation as the war raged. She was among the first
to condemn the systematic torture of suspects.

To understand the Algerian war, “you have to
go back to the beginnings of the history of
France and its principal colony”, Dafri said. But
writing the film he also had to confront his own
personal history and identity as the French-
born son of Algerian emigrants. “I wanted to
understand why my parents brought me into the

world in France in 1963”-a year after the war
ended-”when their own country had just been
liberated from its oppressors.”

Dafri said he is dedicating the film, which will
be released later this year, both to the Algerian
people and to the young French conscripts who
were forced to serve there, “thrown into a dis-
aster”  that  was not  of  their  own making.
According to the French historian Benjamin
Stora, conscripts made up two-thirds of the
23,000 French soldiers  k i l led in  Alger ia .
Estimates of the number of Algerians who died
ranges from around one million to between
300,000 and 400,000, three percent of the
local population at the time. Dafri is less forgiv-
ing of those in power. “The Algerian people suf-
fered from colonization and then independence
led by corrupt men who are still in power,” he
said. “I don’t want people to say that I have tak-
en sides” when they see the movie, Dafri said. “I
do not have a side to take: France is my coun-
try.”—AFP

‘A Prophet’ creator takes on France’s war in Algeria

In this file photo French
scriptwriter Abdel Raouf
Dafri poses during a photo
session in Paris. — AFP

During World War II, Wojciech Narebski and his fellow
Polish servicemen had to lift crate after heavy metal
crate of artillery. Fortunately for them, one of the sol-

diers had superhuman strength: Corporal Wojtek, a Syrian
brown bear. “When he saw that we were struggling, he’d
want to help... He’d come over, grab a crate and carry it to the
truck,” Narebski, now 93, told AFP of his days with Wojtek in
the 22nd Artillery Supply Company.  This can be heavy work,
even for a bear. When Wojtek got tired, he would simply
stack one crate on top of the other, “which also helped us,
because we didn’t have to lift the crate off the ground,”
recounted the veteran who spent two and a half years with
the friendly giant he considered a brother. “Of course he got
a reward. Honey, marmalade. That was his favorite.”

Wojtek the Bear also liked to drink beer and smoke (or
rather eat) cigarettes, take showers, snuggle with his handler
at night, and wrestle with his comrades.  When an opponent
lost, Wojtek would lick their face in apology.  Old photos
show the bulky beast-who grew to be over 1.8 meters (six
feet) tall and weighed about 220 kilograms (490 pounds) —
giving bear hugs, opening his toothy jaw wide for food, and
enjoying a day at the beach with smiling soldiers. The unbe-
lievable true story of the orphaned cub, which was found by
Polish troops in Persia and then travelled through Iraq, Syria,
Palestine, Egypt, Italy and Scotland as a morale-booster, is
now being turned into an animated movie.

The British-Polish filmmakers hope to release the family-
friendly “A Bear Named Wojtek” in 2020 on the 75th
anniversary of Victory in Europe Day.  But the film’s British
producer, Iain Harvey, was skeptical when Scottish animator
Iain Gardner first approached him. “To be honest I thought,
‘This man has had too many whiskys’,” Harvey said, before he
realised that: “For once the magic is real.”

Real-life fairytale 
“When you actually find a story that is almost like a fairy-

tale but is real, and documented and true, it just opens up so
many more emotions I think,” he told AFP.  “You know, that
humanity can have magic and that things can happen that
you wouldn’t normally think are rational,” he went on. Not
that all the lore is true.  Wojtek probably did not visit the
Sphinx in Egypt, as recounted by some storytellers. Nor did
the Nazis necessarily know they had a special animal enemy
and bombard his positions.   Sometimes truth is stranger than
fiction, however.

Docile Wojtek was an enlisted soldier, with his own pay-
book, rations, and rank-a status he needed to sail from Egypt

to Italy with his comrades in arms. “The port authority is
being difficult about the bear and monkey,” reads a 1944
entry in the company’s journal. “Only after consulting the
British High Command in Cairo does the port authority allow
them to board the ship.” Yes, there was a monkey too. 

In fact there were hundreds of non-humans milling about
during the war, according to wartime Polish refugee
Krystyna Ivell, who herself had a chameleon in Palestine.
“You have no mother, you have no sisters, you have no father,
you’re all alone, you might die, so of course you find some-
thing to love,” said the 83-year-old, who put together a
London exhibition and compiled a book: “Wojtek Album”,
with photos and anecdotes about the bear.

“Stray dogs. Foxes. Horses. You name it. Everybody want-
ed a pet... I remember a bloke who had a ferret, and used to
have it under his khaki shirt and the head would appear,” she
told AFP.

‘Polish soul’ 
What was special about Wojtek, according to Narebski,

was that he seemed to believe he was human. “Because he

was brought up from a cub among people, he acquired
human traits... In a bear’s body there was a Polish soul,” said
Narebski, who was known as “Little Wojtek” and the bear as
“Big Wojtek”. He recalled an occasion in Italy, along the
Adriatic Sea, when the hairy Corporal Wojtek managed to
break away from the men and make a beeline for the water,
giving beachgoers a fright. “Well he didn’t pay them any
attention... it was hot and he swam around a bit, shook himself
off, and then came right back.”

This docility is what Gardner, the animator, finds interest-
ing about the imagery of a bear in a human conflict. “The
most common kind of cultural shared image that we have of a
bear is that it’s a savage animal. You know, it’s a beast,”
Gardner said. “And yet you put it in the context of the Second
World War and you have to ask, ‘Who are the animals?’”
After the war, Wojtek ended up at Edinburgh Zoo in
Scotland, where he died at the age of 21 in 1963. At the time,
the BBC announced “with regret the death of a famous Polish
soldier.”— AFP

You Me At Six didn’t
like their own band
on Night People 

You Me At Six “weren’t a fan” of their own band
on their album ‘Night People’. The ‘Back Again’
group’s frontman Josh Franceschi has con-

fessed he and his bandmates - Max Helyer, Chris
Miller, Matt Barnes and Dan Flint - got themselves
into a mindset that every track on their fifth studio
album had to be “pretty similar”, and the 28-year-old
vocalist says in hindsight it was boring”. He told for-
mer The Blackout star Sean Smith’s Snappenin’ pod-
cast: “I definitely found that on ‘Night People’, we
were so consumed in this idea of a cohesive record
and our theory of what a cohesive record was, was
that all the songs should sound pretty similar. “But
actually what that is, is just  boring. “We went back to
being like, ‘No, the identity of our band and strength
of our band, [is that] we are the five biggest You Me
At Six fans there are.  “Because if you are not a fan of
your own band, then that is when you are in trouble;
that is usually the red flag. 

“We weren’t fans of our own band on that,
although maybe it was because of other external
things.” Josh previously admitted they were “under-
whelmed” by the 2017 record, despite it getting to
number three in the official UK chart, and he said the
their sixth LP, which was aptly titled ‘VI’, is their
“career-defining” album. Speaking exclusively to
BANG Showbiz, he spilled: “We felt underwhelmed
by our own record so we wanted to make another
one quickly, and a good one. “Being a number three
album doesn’t mean it’s any good. “[Sir] Cliff Richard
had how many numbers ones at Christmas, they were
all crap so that doesn’t mean it’s any good.” The
British star said the band’s transition from ‘Night
People’ to ‘VI’ was much like the Arctic Monkeys’
journey from 2009 LP ‘Humbug’ to 2013’s ‘AM’,
arguably their best record to date. He explained: “I
still stand behind ‘Night People’ because it’s some-
thing we’ve done. “You know how Arctic Monkeys
had ‘Humbug’ as a stepping stone before ‘AM’, that’s
how I feel it was like for us. 

“It’s a record we had to make and the only record
we could have made at that moment in time.
Ultimately, it’s what shaped us to make this one, it
served a purpose.” After working with Biffy Clyro
producer Dan Austin - who practically became a
sixth member of the band - You Me At Six hope ‘VI’
is “the one” that leaves a lasting impression.  Josh
said last summer before the record was released in
October: “We’d never had that record. We’ve always
made stepping stones, we’ve had milestones and
we’ve grown. — Bang Showbiz

Animated film to spotlight 
bear that served in WWII

Britney Spears is “grateful” for her long career. The 37-
year-old singer has honored the 20th anniversary of her
debut album ‘...Baby One More Time’ and admitted the

past two decades have seen her embark on the “journey of a
lifetime”. She shared a photo of the album cover on Instagram
and wrote: “It’s definitely been the journey of a lifetime, full of
ups and downs, but I’m grateful for every single moment of it
all.” The ‘Slumber Party’ singer went on to thank her loyal fans
for their support over the years. She added: “Getting to know
you all over the years has been such an incredible experience,
and has made this all worth it. Thank you for your support from
20 years ago, all the way to today. I am blessed [heart emoji]
#20yearsofBritney (sic)” The heartfelt message prompted a

reply from Britney’s boyfriend, Sam Asghari. He commented:
“This humbles me! Always blessed. Look where gratitude has
gotten you.”

The ‘Toxic’ hitmaker’s musical milestone comes shortly after
she revealed she’s going on indefinite hiatus due to her father,
Jamie Spears’, ill health. She has has put her ‘Britney:
Domination’ run at the Park MGM resort in Las Vegas on hold
until further notice in order to spend time with her dad.  Britney
- who has kids Jayden, 12, and Sean Preston, 13, with ex-hus-
band Kevin Federline - explained: “I am dedicating my focus and
energy to care for my family. We have a very special relationship
and I want to be with my family at this time just like they have
always been there for me. “Thank you to all my fans for your

continued love and support during this time. I apologize for any
inconvenience this may have caused and I look forward to the
time when I can be back on stage performing for all of you.” 

Jamie became seriously ill two months ago, when his colon
spontaneously ruptured and he was required to undergo sur-
gery.  He subsequently spent the next 28 days in the hospital,
and members of the Spears family have thanked the doctors,
nurses and staff at the hospital for saving his life.  Jamie is said to
have endured a complicated post-operative period, but he is
now regaining his strength and is expected to eventually make a
full recovery.

Britney Spears grateful for career Britney Spears

This undated handout made available by the Polish institute
and Sikorski museum shows brown bear Wojtek standing at
a truck carrying female soldiers who want to pet him in
Palestine 1943.

A handout made available by the Polish Institute and Sikorski
museum shows the brown bear Wojtek carrying a tree trunk
in Castrocaro, Italy on March 22, 1945.
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